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	[image: BUZ-520-ELW]Ice Boy Ice Cube Machine | Bullet Shaped | BUZ-520 EL | 800 Kg

	Sale!
	
	₹794,140 ₹635,312
Add to cart
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	Sale!
	
	₹577,020 ₹461,616
Add to cart
	
	[image: BUZ-320-EL]Ice Boy Ice Cube Machine | Bullet Shaped | BUZ-320 EL | 500 Kg

	Sale!
	
	₹577,020 ₹461,616
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	[image: Ice Boy Machine]Ice Boy Ice Cube Machine | Round Shaped | ZX-225 EL | 315 Kg

	Sale!
	
	₹413,000 ₹330,400
Add to cart
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